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ABSTRACT

We present a high-resolution view of bubbles within The Phantom Galaxy (NGC 628); a nearby (∼10 Mpc),
star-forming (∼2 M� yr−1), face-on (i∼ 9◦) grand-design spiral galaxy. With new data obtained as part of the
PHANGS-JWST treasury program, we perform a detailed case-study of two regions of interest, one of which
contains the largest and most prominent bubble in the galaxy (The Phantom Void; over 1 kpc in diameter), and
the other being a smaller region that may be the precursor to such a large bubble (The Precursor Phantom Void).
When comparing to matched resolution Hα observations from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), we see that
the ionized gas is brightest in the shells of both bubbles, and is coincident with the youngest (∼1 Myr) and
most massive (∼105 M�) stellar associations. We also find an older generation (∼20 Myr) of stellar associations
is present within the bubble of The Phantom Void. From our kinematic analysis of the HI, H2 (CO) and HII
gas across The Phantom Void, we infer a high expansion speed of around 15 to 50 km s−1. The large size and
high expansion speed of The Phantom Void suggest that the driving mechanism is sustained stellar feedback
due to multiple mechanisms, where early feedback first cleared a bubble (as we observe now in The Precursor
Phantom Void), and since then SNe have been exploding within the cavity, and have accelerated the shell.
Finally, comparison to simulations shows a striking resemblance to our JWST observations, and suggests that
such large-scale stellar feedback-driven bubbles should be common within other galaxies.

1. INTRODUCTION

High-mass stars (>8 M�) are fundamental in driving the
evolution of galaxies, due to the large amounts of energy
and momentum (i.e. stellar feedback) that they inject into the
interstellar medium (ISM) during their short lifetimes (e.g.
Krumholz et al. 2014). At early times (<5 Myr), feedback
in the pre-supernova (pre-SN) stages of high-mass stars (i.e.
within HII regions) plays a critical role disrupting molecu-
lar clouds and forming bubbles within the ISM (e.g. Dale
et al. 2012, 2013; Raskutti et al. 2016; Gatto et al. 2017;
Rahner et al. 2017, 2019; Kim et al. 2018, 2021b; Kan-
nan et al. 2020; Jeffreson et al. 2021; Grasha et al. 2018,
2019; Chevance et al. 2022a; McLeod et al. 2021; Barrera-
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Ballesteros et al. 2021a,b; Barnes et al. 2021; Hannon et al.
2019, 2022; Barnes et al. 2022). At later times, these bubbles
can merge (Clarke & Oey 2002; Simpson et al. 2012; Krause
et al. 2015), and feedback from supernovae (SNe) can fur-
ther act to drive expansion, forming so-called (super-)bubble
structures with scales of 10s to 1000s of pc over timescales of
10s of Myr (e.g. McKee & Ostriker 1977; Mac Low & Mc-
Cray 1988; Oey & Clarke 1997; Weisz et al. 2009a,b; Keller
et al. 2014, 2015, 2016; Kruijssen et al. 2019; Chevance et al.
2020, 2022b; Kim et al. 2021a, 2022; Nath et al. 2020; Bage-
takos et al. 2011; Orr et al. 2022; Zucker et al. 2022), even
driving fountains out of the galactic plane (e.g. Veilleux et al.
2005; Fraternali 2017).

With the advent of the JWST, we can now, for the first time,
achieve the resolution, sensitivity and coverage for an un-
precedented view of bubble populations within galaxies be-
yond the Milky Way and the Local Group. Specifically, the
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Figure 1. The prominent bubble structures across The Phantom Galaxy (Messier 74 or NGC 628). In all panels, we show an image
produced from the 770W (blue), 1000W (green), and 1130W (red) band filters from the JWST (Lee et al. in prep), and overlaid in orange is the
continuum subtracted HST-Hα. The faded circles and ellipses show the positions of the bubbles from Watkins et al. (subm.).

wavelength coverage of MIRI is perfectly suited to this task,
as it is sensitive to several polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) emission features (e.g. at 7.7 µm; see Smith et al.
2007; Draine & Li 2007; Li 2020). Emission from PAHs
is particularly useful in tracing the shells of feedback-driven
bubbles (e.g. Pineda et al. 2022), due to (a) the increased gas
densities found in swept-up shells (PAHs are generally well
mixed with the gas and illuminated by the average ISRF such
that they trace the gas column very sensitively; e.g. Regan
et al. 2006; Leroy et al. 2013; Chown et al. 2021; Gao et al.
2022; Leroy et al. subm.), (b) the high number of ionizing
photons emitted by the OB association powering the bubbles,
leading to PAHs being destroyed in the photoionized interiors
of the bubbles (e.g. Galliano et al. 2018; Egorov et al. subm.;
Chastenet et al. subm.a,s) and (c) the low optical depth from
the shell interior to the edge, which will allow FUV photons
to easily heat the small dust grains (e.g. Draine & Li 2007;
Draine 2011; Hensley & Draine 2021). Together, these cause
the edges of bubbles to appear with high contrast against their

interior PAH emission (e.g. Churchwell et al. 2006; Watson
et al. 2008).

In a companion paper in this issue, Watkins et al.
(subm.) used a combination of JWST and HST ob-
servations to study the bubble population across the
nearby (9.84±0.63 Mpc; Anand et al. 2021a,b), star-forming
(1.8± 0.5 M� yr−1; ), face-on (i∼ 9◦; Lang et al. 2020
and also see Blanc et al. 2013), massive (M∗=1010.3M�,
MHI=109.7M�, MH2=109.4M�; Walter et al. 2008; Querejeta
et al. 2015; Leroy et al. 2019, 2021a), spiral galaxy Messier
74 (also known as NGC 628 and The Phantom Galaxy).
These authors manually identify bubbles using a combina-
tion of 7.7 µm JWST-MIRI observations (Lee et al. subm.),
B-band (438 nm) PHANGS–HST observations (Lee et al.
2022), and VLT-MUSE Hα observations (Emsellem et al.
2022). For each bubble, Watkins et al. (subm.) fit circu-
lar or elliptical apertures to the bubble boundaries (i.e. the
shells) seen within this multi-wavelength dataset, and in do-
ing so identify ∼1700 bubbles with radii ranging between 6
and 500 pc (e.g. left panel of Fig. 1). These structures are
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Table 1. Properties of The Phantom Void and The Precursor
Phantom Void. Tabulated are the properties of the bubble (i.e. the
ellipsoid central cavity), and shell (i.e. the ellipsoid annullus around
the cavity) of each source (shown in Fig. 2). We present the central
position, the semi-major and semi-minor axis length and the posi-
tion angle of the ellipse used to define the outer boundary of the
bubbles and shells, and, also, the mean radius of these ellipses in
units of parsec. We also present the total molecular (§ 3.2.1) and
atomic (§ 3.2.2) hydrogen masses and mass surface densities, and
total stellar mass in young stellar associations (derived from the as-
sociation catalog of Deger et al. 2020 and Larson et al. subm.; § 3.3).
Lastly, we show an estimate of the expansion velocity (§ 3.2).

Property The Phantom Void Precursor
Bubble Shell Bubble Shell

RA [deg] 24.1866 24.1864 24.1863 24.1863
Dec [deg] 15.7719 15.7719 15.7784 15.7782
rmajor [arcsec] 10.8 17.6 1.7 4.9
rminor [arcsec] 4.5 16.0 1.3 4.3
rpa [deg] 126 126 30 30
rmean [pc] 364 801 69 219
MH2 [M�/105] 12.8 379.9 3.1 38.0
MHI [M�/105] 7.0 56.4 0.2 3.5
M∗ [M�/105] 1.8 7.8 1.4 1.4
ΣH2 [M� pc−2] 3.7 22.8 20.6 28.1
ΣHI [M� pc−2] 2.1 3.4 2.4 2.6
vexp [km s−1] ∼ 20 ∼ 6

clearly pervasive across the galaxy, form a complex nested
structure (where smaller bubbles are preferentially located at
the edges of large bubbles), and are among the most striking
features in the initial JWST images (see Watkins et al. subm.
for a in-depth discussion of the nesting of these structures
and their size distributions).

In the Watkins et al. (subm.) catalog, one hole stands out
due to its size (over ∼ 1 kpc in diameter), circular shape, and
strong contrast with respect to its environment (e.g. right
panel of Fig. 1). We refer to this impressive feature as The
Phantom Void, which is the focus of this letter (Tab. 1 sum-
marizes the main properties of The Phantom Void that have
been determined within this work). To help understand this
structure, we also identify a nearby more compact, but still
very well-defined bubble, which we call The Precursor Phan-
tom Void and analyze in parallel (also see Tab. 1). To conduct
our analysis, we combine all the datasets available taken as
part of the PHANGS1–JWST survey (Lee et al. subm.) and
existing PHANGS multi-wavelength observations to assem-
ble a complete panchromatic, multi-phase picture of the gas,
stars, and dust in these bubbles.

1 http://www.phangs.org

2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1. PHANGS-JWST observations

The PHANGS (Physics at High Angular resolution in
Nearby GalaxieS)-JWST observations were taken as part of
the Cycle 1 treasury project ID 02107 (Lee et al. subm.),
which targets 19 nearby, star-forming galaxies with NIRCam
(F200W, F300M, F335M and F360M) and MIRI (F770W,
F1000W, F1130W and F2100W) imaging. The observations
targeting NGC 628 cover the main star-forming disk (con-
taining 50% of the total star formation of the galaxy), which
is matched to coverage from Hubble (Lee et al. 2022), VLT-
MUSE (Emsellem et al. 2022), and ALMA (Leroy et al.
2021a). We primarily make use of the F770W filter observa-
tions in this work, which have a point spread function (PSF)
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∼ 0.25′′ (∼12 pc at
the galaxy distance). A detailed description of the complete
data reduction is presented in Lee et al. (subm.).

2.2. HST observations

We make use of NUV–U–B–V–I band HST observations
taken from the LEGUS survey (Calzetti et al. 2015), and
reduced using the PHANGS-HST survey pipeline (see Lee
et al. 2022). The PSF of these observations have a FWHM of
∼ 0.1-0.2′′ (∼5-10 pc). In addition, we use the narrow-band
F658N map from the HST, to produce a higher resolution
(∼ 0.1′′) Hα emission map (Proposal 10402). To do so, the
F658N map is continuum subtracted using an image formed
from a combination of the F814W and F550M maps, appro-
priately scaled using their AB zero-points (see Hannon et al.
2022 for methods).2

In this letter, we also include the properties (e.g. ages
and masses; § 3.3) taken from the stellar association catalog
(Deger et al. 2020; Lee et al. 2022, Larson et al. subm). The
properties in this catalog were determined from SED mod-
eling of the HST broadband filters with CIGALE (Boquien
et al. 2019) based on the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) single
stellar populations, while also including ionized gas emis-
sion (lines and continuum) and dust attenuation. We make
use of the B band selected catalog with an association scale
of 32 pc (Larson et al. subm). For this work, using a catalog
selected from a different band, or association over a different
scale, makes no significant difference to our results.

2.3. Ancillary observations

We also make use of continuum subtracted emission line
maps (Hα [OI]6300, [SII]6716) and line kinematics based
on VLT/MUSE observations from the PHANGS-MUSE sur-

2 We are not correcting the narrow-band flux for the contribution of the [NII]
emission lines. This has no impact on the results presented in this letter as
we are primarily interested in the morphology of the emission rather than
its absolute brightness.

http://www.phangs.org
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vey (see Emsellem et al. 2022 for a complete discussion of
the processing and reduction of these observations). These
provide a higher sensitivity, yet lower resolution (∼ 1′′), view
of the ionized gas compared to the HST Hα map – better
suited to identifying the diffuse emission within bubbles. In
addition, we use CO (2-1) observations from the PHANGS-
ALMA survey (see Leroy et al. 2021a for a complete descrip-
tion of the survey and Leroy et al. 2021b for the processing
and reduction of the data), a NUV emission map from As-
trosat (Hassani et al. in prep), a 8 µm map from Spitzer (Ken-
nicutt et al. 2003; Dale et al. 2009), and natural weighted HI
observations from the VLA (THINGS survey; Walter et al.
2008). We conduct our analysis by using a common as-
trometric grid, retaining the native resolution of our multi-
wavelength datasets to preserve information (as opposed to
smoothing to a common resolution).

3. BLOWING BUBBLES

3.1. Detailed look at feedback bubbles

Fig. 2 present a detailed, multi-wavelength view of The
Phantom Void and The Precursor Phantom Void regions.
In The Phantom Void, we see that the main bubble
is relatively devoid of any JWST 7.7 µm emission (val-
ues of <1 MJy sr pix−1) or HST-Hα emission (values of
<10−17 erg s−1 cm−1 arcsec−2) towards the central cavity, and
emission is discretely distributed around the bubble shell.
We note that we use this nomenclature throughout this letter,
where bubble refers to the inside cavity, while the shell refers
to the perimeter with some thickness (as labeled on Fig. 2).
Comparing to the broadband near-UV HST and Astrosat ob-
servations, we find that many of these emission peaks in
the shell are connected to compact stellar emission sources
(discussed further in § 3.3). When comparing to the high-
sensitivity, but lower resolution, PHANGS-MUSE observa-
tions, we see that there is a low level component to the dif-
fuse Hα emission inside of the bubble. This emission could
be connected to the more diffuse emission seen in broadband
HST and Astrosat observations, and is consistent with ion-
ization by an older generation of stars (with respect to those
associated with compact Hα emission in the shell).

In contrast, The Precursor Phantom Void appears to be as-
sociated with a single star-forming complex (seen in Hα and
near-UV emission) located at the edge of the shell. Moreover,
there is clear evidence from the HST observations that the
ionizing radiation is propagating through the bubble and illu-
minating its far edge, which appears bright in Hα emission.
Low level Hα is also seen in the higher sensitivity MUSE ob-
servations within the bubble cavity. Additionally, it appears
that there are many more compact and less evacuated sec-
ondary bubbles towards the south of the region, which are
associated with bright extended Hα emission.

Together, the structures seen in The Phantom Void and The
Precursor Phantom Void suggest that the bubbles we are see-
ing in the JWST imaging are driven by multiple generations
of high-mass stars, the youngest of which are located at the
bubble edges (see § 4 for a discussion of e.g. trigger star for-
mation). These stars are then injecting their ionizing radia-
tion into the bubble, which must have a relatively low density
of hydrogen such that the radiation can propagate through the
bubble and cause the diffuse Hα emission at the dusty shell
boundary. Specifically, for a characteristic ionizing photon
energy of 20 eV, we expect the optical depth of a 100 pc
bubble with mean atomic hydrogen density nH to be approxi-
mately τ ∼ 500 (nH/cm−3), implying that nH cannot be larger
than ∼ 0.01 cm−3.3 That said, The Phantom Void is even
larger than this, so could have an even lower density. In-
deed, The Phantom Void is so large that it is even visible as
a hole within comparatively low resolution HI observations
(∼ 500 pc beam; Walter et al. 2008), confirming a low atomic
hydrogen density within its evacuated center (see Fig. 2).
Given that the estimated HI disk scale height of NGC 628
is ∼ 800 pc (Dutta et al. 2008), roughly the size of the The
Phantom Void, it has likely burst out of the galaxy. Bubbles
on this scale are one mechanism that could be responsible
for shaping galactic-scale chimneys (Heiles 1984) and estab-
lishing gas recycling via galactic fountains (e.g. Fraternali
2017). An interesting avenue for the future would be to in-
vestigate if this cavity is filled with outflowing hot X-ray gas
(e.g. with Chandra).

3.2. Bubble expansion

We aim to measure the expansion speed of the bubbles
with a number of independent methods using our multi-
wavelength datasets. These are summarized in the following
subsections.

3.2.1. Molecular gas

We make two estimates of the expansion velocity from the
CO (2-1) data (Leroy et al. 2021). First, we make an estimate
using the line-width measured inside of the bubble, which
probes the motion out of the plane (i.e. a difference between
faint emission at the front and back side of the bubble). Sec-
ond, we make a estimate using the velocity of the emission
in the shell of the bubble, which probes the motion in the
direction of the galactic plane.

In Fig 3, we show the average CO (2-1) spectrum taken
from inside of both bubbles, which show a weak, yet sig-
nificant, signal. Here, we use a data cube that has had the
local velocity field subtracted, including projected circular

3 Here we make the assumption that all the gas is atomic. However it could
be possible that some of the gas is ionized, which would lower the atomic
gas optical depth and allow for a higher density.
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Figure 2. Comparison of a feedback-driven bubble, and its host stellar population for the Phantom Void and the Precursor Phantom
Void (also shown in Fig. 1). From left to right in upper panels, we show the JWST 7.7 µm, HST Hα and the near-UV (F275W) filters. Overlaid
as colored contours on the upper right panel is the age of the stellar associations (at a scale of 32 pc; see Deger et al. 2020). From left to
right in center panels are the Spitzer 8 µm (Dale et al. 2009), MUSE Hα (Emsellem et al. 2022), and Astrosat NUV (Hassani et al. in prep)
observations. In the bottom panels are the ALMA CO (Leroy et al. 2021), VLA HI (Walter et al. 2008), and HST broadband (Lee et al. 2022)
observations. The white dashed line on all panels denotes the bubble and shell of each region (see Fig. 7). We find that young and high-mass
stellar associations (< 20 Myr; >105 M�) exist within the bubble (particularly towards the boundaries), highlighting these as good candidates
for driving the bubble expansion.

and non-circular motions, and, hence, the signal is centered
on ∼ 0 km s−1. We fit the emission with a Gaussian function,
and measure a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of

31.9 km s−1 for The Phantom Void, and 12.1 km s−1 for The
Precursor Phantom Void. We make the assumption that this
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Figure 3. Spectra taken inside of the Phantom Void bubble (see
Fig. 2). In the left and right panels, we present the average CO (2-
1) spectrum obtained from the cube that has had the local veloc-
ity field subtracted (including rotational and non-rotational compo-
nents), and the average HI spectrum, respectively. Gaussian fits to
the data are overlaid as gray curves. Residuals are plotted as open
points. Below each curve, we show a bar and text showing the mea-
sured FWHM (corrected for the instrument spectral resolution).

line-width is the result of the line-of-sight component of the

approaching and receding side of the bubble shell.4 Assum-
ing spherical expansion, then vexp = FWHM/2 ∼ 16 km s−1

for The Phantom Void and ∼ 6 km s−1 for The Precursor
Phantom Void, where the expansion velocity here is the dif-
ference in velocity between the receding and approaching
side of the bubble out of the plane.

In Fig. 4, we show the molecular gas velocity field that
highlights local, non-circular flows in the galactic plane at
the location of The Precursor Phantom Void. Focusing on
the centroid velocity of the emission around the bubble, we
find that residual velocities are negative on the left side of the
shell and positive on the right side of the shell. Given the ori-
entation, rotation direction and inclination of NGC 628, this
would correspond to expansion outward from the center of
the bubble (i.e. the left part of the shell is moving towards
a larger galactocentric radius and the right part of the shell
is moving towards a smaller galactocentric radius). Specifi-

4 We note, however, that for large bubbles of the order of galactic scale
heights, such as the Phantom Void, the bubble expansion deforms into a
prolate spheroid perpendicular to the galaxy disc. This can effect the mea-
sured expansion velocity with respect to the expansion in the plane of the
galaxy (e.g. see Baumgartner & Breitschwerdt 2013).

Expansion 

towards

Expansion 

away

Figure 4. Residual CO velocity towards the voids. Here we show
the local, non-rotational flows at the location of the phantom void,
constructed from the intensity weighed centroid velocity map af-
ter subtracting the projected rotational velocity (measured by Lang
et al. 2020) from each pixel. Overlaid as black contours on each
panel is the 7.7 µm emission (see Fig. 2).

cally, from Fig 4, we measure vresid on the left part of the bub-
ble is ∼−5 km s−1, whereas on the right part of the bubble it
is +3 km s−1, with a few positions at +5 km s−1. This would
give |vresid| ∼3−5 km s−1, and hence we estimate that for The
Phantom Void vexp = |vresid|/sin(i) = 20−35 km s−1(where i =

8.9◦; Lang et al. 2020; also see Blanc et al. 2013).
Given the simplistic assumptions on the geometry of the

system, we consider that these estimates of the expansion
speed perpendicular and parallel to the plane of the galaxy
are consistent for the The Phantom Void. Hence the expan-
sion velocity of the molecular gas is taken to be in the range
vexp ∼ 15− 35 km s−1. As The Precursor Phantom Void is lo-
cated within the spiral arm, and due to its smaller size relative
to the The Phantom Void, there is more confusion in separat-
ing the bubble from the surrounding gas within the residual
velocity map. Hence, the in-plane expansion speed of The
Precursor Phantom Void cannot be estimated, and we take
the expansion speed estimate from the out-of-plane method:
vexp ∼ 6 km s−1.

3.2.2. Atomic gas

To constrain the expansion speed in the neutral gas, we
use the VLA HI (natural weighted) data cube (Fig. 2). As
with the CO (2-1), we measure the averaged spectrum for the
center of The Phantom Void bubble (Fig. 3 right panel), and
again fit the emission with a Gaussian function. We mea-
sure a FWHM of 36.3 km s−1, which is very similar to the
estimate obtained from the CO (32.4 km s−1). This gives a
vexp = FWHM/2∼ 18 km s−1.
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Figure 5. Evidence of stellar feedback in the ionized gas tracers towards the voids. From left to right, we show the emission-weighted
velocity FWHM maps from the Hα and the [SII]6716 lines, and the emission line ratio [OI]6300/Hα. Overlaid as black contours on each panel
is the 7.7 µm emission (see Fig. 2). We see elevated line widths distributed throughout the center of the bubble (albeit at low signal-to-noise),
which we attribute to turbulence and out-of-plane expansion. Moreover, as highlighted on each panel, we see elevated line widths (>100 km s−1)
and line ratios towards the shell, which could be indicative of young supernova remnants (Li et al. in prep).

For completeness, we also estimate the atomic gas ex-
pansion speed of The Precursor Phantom Void using the
same method. We measure FWHM=26.4 km s−1, giving
vexp ∼ 13 km s−1. This estimate, should, however, be taken
with caution, as the beam size of the VLA HI is larger than
the size of The Precursor Phantom Void bubble, and, hence,
could include a significant contribution from gas kinematics
outside of the bubble.

3.2.3. Ionized gas

We use the MUSE Hα emission line kinematics to con-
strain the expansion speed in the ionized gas (Fig 5, left pan-
els). Across the same region used to measure the molec-
ular and atomic expansion speeds, we find that the aver-
age FWHM for The Phantom Void is 88.4 km s−1 (vexp ∼

45 km s−1).5 Similarly, we find a FWHM for The Precursor
Phantom Void of 85.1 km s−1 (vexp ∼ 45 km s−1). These val-
ues are significantly higher than what is measured in the neu-
tral gas (∼ 6-20 km s−1), even when accounting for the larger
thermal contribution to the FWHM of the warmer ionized
medium (e.g ∼ 20 km s−1 at 104 K), which could highlight the
fact that the ionized medium is more directly connected to the
source of feedback.

Interestingly, we find systematically elevated line-widths
in the interior of both bubbles relative to their shells, and
even measure FWHM values of more than 100 km s−1in The
Phantom Void (though at these very low S/N<10 note there is

5 The velocity dispersion shown Fig. 5 has been corrected for the instrumen-
tal velocity dispersion (Emsellem et al. 2022), and converted to the FWHM
(factor of

√
8ln(2)).

a bias towards overestimating line-widths). Such high values
of the line-width could be indicative of supernova feedback
contributing to increased turbulence within the center of the
bubble (Egorov et al. in prep). Near the shell, we directly
identify supernova remnants via their broadened [SII]6716
line emission and increased [OI]/Hα line ratios (Fig. 5; Li
et al, in prep). The presence of SN explosions within the
shell could be contributing to continued driving of the bubble
expansion (§ 3.3).

3.2.4. Galactic dynamical constraints

In the presence of differential rotation or ‘rotation curve
shear’, expanding structures will become distorted over time
(Palous et al. 1990). Here we use the ellipticity ε of shells of
a given radius to place rough constraints on their expansion
velocity. Assuming an isotropic bubble expansion velocity,
vexp, and bubble radius, Rb =

∫ t
0 vexp dt (in the absence of

shear), after bubble age t, the axis ratio (q = 1−ε) of shearing
bubbles can be written

q =

(
1 +

dVc

dR
tb

)−1

=

(
1 +

dVc

dR
〈Rb〉

〈vexp〉

)−1

(1)

in terms of the rotation curve derivative dVc/dR, the average
(time-weighted) bubble radius

〈Rb〉 =

∫ t
0 Rbdt

t
, (2)

the average (time-weighted) bubble expansion velocity

〈vexp〉 =
Rb

t
=

∫ t
0 vexpdt

t
, (3)
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Figure 6. The expansion velocity required for Phantom Void-
sized shells to retain a high degree of circularity as they expand
in the presence of differential rotation at different locations in
the inner disk of NGC 628. Curves show the vexp required for dif-
ferent observed axis ratios q=0.8 to 0.95 (in steps of 0.05). Here a
bubble radius Rb=500 pc is adopted and NGC 628’s rotation curve
is modeled with a two-parameter fit to the measured rotation curve
(Lang et al. 2020). Highlighted are the results corresponding to the
approximate galactocentric radius of The Phantom Void.

(as would be estimated from the present day size and age) and
effective bubble age as estimated by tb=〈Rb〉/〈vexp〉=〈Rb〉/Rbt.

Using Eq. (1), the vexp required to generate bubbles with a
given set of average sizes and ellipticities can be determined,
provided that the rotation curve is known, that is,

〈vexp〉 =
dVc

dR
〈Rb〉

(
1
q
− 1

)−1

. (4)

Below we use this expression to obtain a basic estimate of
vexp under the assumption of negligible time evolution in the
bubble expansion rate, such that the current bubble radius is a
good approximation of <Rb>. Other assumptions for the time
evolution of vexp will yield different results, but this should be
useful for illustration purposes.6

The Phantom void, with a radius of Rb ∼500 pc, sits at
Rgal ∼2.5 kpc and has a low ellipticity corresponding to q ∼
0.85. Fig. 6 shows the expansion velocities that would be re-
quired for an expanding structure with these properties to re-
tain such a high degree of circularity. Here we have adopted
an analytical two-parameter model for this galaxy’s rotation
curve to estimate the rotation curve shear at all locations
(Lang et al. 2020). To produce a structure like the Phantom

6 For expansion that declines over time, 〈vexp〉 will overestimate the present
day expansion velocity. For example, in the event of an exponentially de-
creasing vexp with time i.e. vexp(t) = v0e−t/t0 with characteristic time t0,
then when the evolution is fast and t0 << t, the stalled radius Rb is well
approximated by 〈Rb〉 ∼ v0t0 ∼ Rb and the expansion velocity measured
from eq. (4) 〈vexp〉 = v0t0/t = Rb/t exceeds the present day vexp but is
representative of the expansion near its fastest.

void, we estimate expansion velocities vexp ∼ 20 km s−1are
required.

3.2.5. Mass and energy of the shell

We use the CO (2-1) ALMA observations to estimate that
there is 3.8× 107 M� of molecular gas within the shell of The
Phantom Void (1.3× 106 M� inside the bubble). Here we use
the same shell mask shown in Fig. 2, adopt a CO (2-1)/CO (1-
0) ratio of 0.61 based on direct observations (den Brok et al.
2021), and a αCO(1−0) = 3.93 M� pc−2 (km s−1)−1 as predicted
by empirical scaling relations (Sun et al. 2020). In addition,
we estimate that there is 5.6× 106 M� of atomic gas within
the shell of The Phantom Void (7.0× 105 M� inside the bub-
ble), when using the VLA data and the conversion presented
in Bigiel et al. (2010).

When taking a representative expansion speed determined
in the previous section of vexp ∼ 20 km s−1, we calculate
that the energy required to drive a shell with this combined
atomic and molecule mass is 1.7× 1053 erg. We find the total
(HI + H2) mass inside the shell of The Precursor Phantom
Void is about ten times less than the shell (4.2× 106 M�),
which – when assuming the estimated expansion speed of
vexp ∼ 6 km s−1– implies a kinetic energy of ∼ 1051 erg.

A plausible energy source for these bubbles is stellar feed-
back (as discussed further in the following section). For
example, a typical value for the amount of kinetic energy
released per supernova is ∼1051 erg (see e.g. Bethe 1990;
Draine 2011), and, hence, approximately 100 SNe would be
required to power The Phantom Void. On the other hand,
The Precursor Phantom Void could be powered by a sin-
gle SN. However, it is worth noting that this number could
vary significantly depending on, for example, the contribu-
tion from pre-supernova feedback (e.g. in the form of winds,
which over the lifetime of a high-mass star have been sug-
gested to provide an energy contribution similar to a SN; e.g.
Chevance et al. 2022a), and coupling efficiency of these feed-
back mechanisms with the expanding bubble (e.g. values of
the amount of kinetic energy retained into the surrounding
medium, and not radiated away, ranges between a few to a
few ten percent; e.g. Thornton et al. 1998; Tamburro et al.
2009; Sharma et al. 2014; Kim & Ostriker 2015; Martizzi
et al. 2015; Gentry et al. 2017). We estimate the mass of a
stellar association required to produce these number of SNe
assuming f∗→SN/ 〈m〉 ∼ 0.01, or that one SN is produced
per 100M� of stars that fully populate an initial mass func-
tion (see Tamburro et al. 2009). Hence, we estimate that The
Phantom Void should contain > 104 M� of stars with ages less
than a few 10 Myr (i.e. the time scale for the stars to explode
as SNe after they are formed), and The Precursor Phantom
Void > 102 M�. As we show in the following section, these
criteria are fulfilled.

3.3. Stellar populations driving bubbles
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Figure 7. Distribution of intensity and stellar population in the
Phantom Void (see Fig. 2). The upper panel shows the intensity
distribution of the JWST 7.7 µm, continuum subtracted Hα emis-
sion, HST NUV, ALMA CO, and VLA HI emission, as measured
radially from the center of the bubble (see Fig. 2). We show the 99th

percentile of the intensity in each radial bin, normalized to the value
of the maximum bin (this percentile is chosen instead e.g. the mean
value to better highlight where the emission distributions peak). The
bottom panel shows the radial age distribution of the stellar associ-
ation catalog. The size of the points indicate the mass of the stellar
associations. In both panels we highlight the position of the The
Precursor Phantom Void. We find evidence that younger and more
higher-mass clusters are preferentially located within the shell, with
respect to inside the bubble.

Within The Phantom Void, we find many compact and
bright concentrations of NUV bright (young) stellar point
sources within the shell (see HST F275W filter in Fig. 2),
which spatially correspond to regions of bright Hα and
7.7µm emission. In addition, there appears to be an over-
abundance (with respect to a similar size interarm region
adjacent to the bubble) of fainter point sources distributed
throughout the bubble cavity, which is also seen as diffuse
emission in the Astrosat NUV map.

Fig. 7 (upper panel) shows the flux distribution of the
JWST 7.7 µm, HST Hα, HST NUV (F275W) filter, ALMA
CO, and VLA HI emission maps measured radially from the
center of The Phantom Void. We find a good correspon-
dence between the 7.7 µm and Hα emission, which both peak
within the shell radius at ∼ 600 pc (compare to dashed circles
in Fig. 2). We also see that the HST NUV (F275W) emission
is fainter within the bubble. Interestingly, we find that the
peak in the NUV emission is at a smaller (∼ 100 pc) radius
to the 7.7 µm and Hα emission, hinting that these clusters

may have already evacuated their immediate environment of
dense atomic gas and ionized gas, respectively. We also see
that the neutral gas tracers (CO and HI emission) are in-
creased within the shell. The Precursor Phantom Void, on the
other hand, shows a single compact cluster of point sources
in the shell (again correspondent with bright Hα and 7.7 µm
emission), and very little point source emission within the
bubble.

In Fig. 2 (upper right panel), we also overlay as colored
contours the ages of the stellar associations (see § 2.2; Deger
et al. 2020, Larson et al. subm). These indicate that the stel-
lar associations throughout the bubble and shell are generally
young (< 20 Myr). We estimate the total stellar mass of these
young stellar associations within the The Phantom Void re-
gion to be 106.0 M� (80% of this stellar mass is in the shell,
and 20% is in the bubble). These associations could be vi-
able powering sources for these bubbles, either currently or,
in the case of those inside the bubble of The Phantom Void,
they may represent the past generation of stars that created
the bubbles (§ 4).

Interestingly, several of the stellar associations are very
young (< 5 Myr). Both in The Phantom Void and The Precur-
sor Phantom Void, these associations reside in the shells (as
inferred from the Hα). Indeed, Fig. 7 (lower panel) shows the
radial distribution of ages from the association catalog across
The Phantom Void where the size of each point indicates the
stellar mass. We see evidence that there is a higher num-
ber of younger and more massive associations situated within
the shell, as opposed to inside of the bubble. We find that
there are 10 associations with ages less than 5 Myr within the
shell of The Phantom Void, which have a maximum mass of
105 M� (total mass of 3.2×105 M�), and, therefore, are mas-
sive enough to harbor OB stars (i.e. strong sources of stellar
feedback).

We consider whether the stellar population ages align with
the previous estimates of the bubble expansion speed. To test
this, we make a calculation of the expansion velocity based
on the radius of the bubble (R ∼ 500 pc), and the mean age of
the associations within the bubble of t ∼ 10 Myr. According
to the classical Weaver et al. (1977) model of expanding bub-
bles, vexp ' 0.6R/t assuming they are in an adiabatic stage
of their evolution. This implies vexp = 30 km s−1, which is
very close to the values estimated from our kinematic analy-
sis (§ 3.2).

The large size, high expansion speed, and large energy re-
quired to power the The Phantom Void bubble (§ 3.2) sug-
gests that the driving mechanism is stellar feedback, sus-
tained by a combination of multiple mechanisms. We pro-
pose that early feedback first cleared a bubble, as we are now
currently witnessing for The Precursor Phantom Void (and
to some extent continue to see in the shell of The Phantom
Void). Since then, SNe have been exploding within the cav-
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ity, and have accelerated the shell (e.g. Keller et al. 2022).
This sustained injection of energy and momentum is what is
required reach high (50 km s−1) expansion speeds (i.e. seen in
the ionized gas), because the continuous energy input keeps
the pressure in the bubble high, whereas having only a single
SN would cause the pressure to drop as the bubble expands
(e.g. Mac Low & McCray 1988). Finally, the star forma-
tion and SNe that are observed in the shell could further con-
tribute to the current and future expansion of the shell.

4. STAR FORMATION AT THE BUBBLE BOUNDARIES

We have found that The Phantom Void contains a signif-
icant amount of ongoing star formation within its shell (as
seen in the Hα emission and the young, massive stellar as-
sociations), and also that this shell contains a large reservoir
of molecular gas (see Tab. 1). This could then imply sev-
eral physical scenarios as to why star formation is prefer-
entially located towards the shell, of which we provide an
non-exhaustive list of examples below.

i) Gravitationally unbound gas is collected in the shell of
the bubble as it expands, which then becomes dense
and then star formation is triggered (i.e. gas that would
not have otherwise formed stars; e.g. Elmegreen &
Lada 1977; Whitworth et al. 1994).

ii) Gravitationally bound gas either from the parent cloud,
or surrounding the initial star forming region, is moved
by the expansion of the bubble into the shell, which
then forms stars (i.e. gas that would have otherwise
formed stars, but in a different location).

iii) If star formation proceeds sequentially in a
cloud/region in an inside-out fashion, then we would
naturally get the oldest stars in the middle of the cloud,
with younger stars near the edge.

Differentiating between these cause and effect scenarios
for the formation of the feedback-driven bubbles and future
episodes of star formation is non-trivial, and has been a very
long-standing problem in the Galactic star formation com-
munity. Nonetheless, below we outline methods to test this
in future work.

The different cases make different predictions regarding
the ages of the various young stellar clusters/associations. In
scenario (i), where star formation is triggered by shell col-
lapse, we would expect all of the young regions in the shell
to have ages less than the age of the shell (and hence also
less than the age of the central associations). However, this
need not be the case in scenario (ii). If bound clouds are be-
ing swept-up, that are already capable of forming stars, then
it is likely that some of them will already have stars when
they get swept up, whereas others will not, and we would

therefore expect to see a broader distribution of ages than in
scenario (i).

Another interesting test would be to look at whether there
is a population of young stellar clusters/associations just in-
side the shell. This is what one might expect if the expanding
shell sweeps away molecular clouds that have already started
forming stars, as the shock will act on the gas but not the
stars, which should therefore get left behind. This would be
much harder to bring about in scenario (i), as in this case,
we would expect that the radial outward velocity of the stars
at their birth should be the same as that of their parent giant
molecular clouds (i.e. they should move along with the shell,
or even move out faster than the shell in the case where it
is significantly decelerating). Interesting, as seen in Fig. 7,
we do find that the young stars (seen in the HST-NUV and
in the cluster association catalog) are preferentially located
on the inner edge of the shell (offset from the peak in 7.7 µm
emission by 50 to 100 pc).

5. ARE PHANTOM VOIDS COMMON IN GALAXIES?

The Phantom Void is one of the most striking features
within the new JWST data, which was not as pronounced in
our existing PHANGS multi-wavelength datasets. Only with
the resolution and sensitivity afforded by JWST do such co-
herent, large-scale features become clearly apparent (Fig. 1).
It is then interesting to consider if Phantom Voids are a com-
mon feature of other galaxies.

Watkins et al. (subm.) estimates that there should be
∼ 1900 bubbles identifiable in the PHANGS-JWST observa-
tions per 1 M� yr−1 of star formation rate (§ 3.1). Hence, us-
ing their size distribution, we expect to find ∼ 1 with a radius
of ∼500 pc per 1 M� yr−1 of star formation rate. This is more-
or-less in line with the observations, given that the star forma-
tion rate contained within the mapped region is ∼1 M� yr−1.
Across the remaining galaxies to be mapped as part of the
PHANGS-JWST treasury program (total 42 M� yr−1), we
could then expect to uncover many Phantom Voids (albeit
these may be harder to identify in galaxies with higher incli-
nations than NGC 628, because of greater foreground confu-
sion).

We offer a brief comparison between the new JWST ob-
servations and theoretical predictions/simulations. Figure 8
compares our 7.7 µm emission map and snapshots from two
sets of galaxy simulations (with matched physical scales).

The first is the isolated (non-interacting) galaxy simulation
from Tress et al. (2020, 2021). This simulation represents
a generic isolated galaxy and is not tuned to reproduce the
particular properties of NGC 628. The aim of the simulation
was to study molecular clouds and their associated star for-
mation in a galactic environment. The simulation includes a
live N-body stellar and dark matter component. The ISM
is modeled using a time-dependent chemical network that
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Figure 8. Phantom Voids in both observations and simulations.
Shown in the upper panel is the JWST 7.7 µm emission map. The
middle panel shows the isolated galaxy simulation from Tress et al.
(2020) (the same simulation shown in the bottom panels of their
Fig. 14). In color-scale is the total column density, which we expect
(away from regions of active star formation), to correspond well to
the 7.7 µm emission (Sandstrom et al. subm.; Leroy et al. subm.).
The bottom panel shows the isolated galaxy simulation tuned for
NGC 628 from Emsellem et al. (in prep). We have optimized the
color-scales such that both maps have a similar qualitative appear-
ance, and the physical scales of all panels are matched. We see that
large-scale (∼ 1kpc-sized) voids are also common within the simu-
lations, several of which are highlighted by the faded white ellipses.

keeps track of hydrogen and carbon chemistry, a physically
motivated model for the formation of new stars using sink
particles, and type Ia and type II supernova feedback. The
simulation reaches sub-parsec resolution in the dense regions
(see Figure 3 in Tress et al. 2020) and self-consistently fol-
lows the formation of individual molecular clouds from the

large-scale flow and their embedded star formation. More de-
tails about the simulation can be found in Tress et al. (2020).

The second simulation is a dedicated hydro-dynamical
simulation of an isolated main-sequence star-forming galaxy,
using known properties of NGC 628 to generate initial con-
ditions (stellar and gas mass profiles, velocity profile, view-
ing angles). The simulation was run using Ramses (Teyssier
2002), an adaptive-mesh refinement code with a maximum
sampling of 3.6 pc for the gas cells. It includes live parti-
cles for dark matter, old and new stars, atomic and molecular
cooling, constant efficiency per free-fall time star formation
above a given gas density, with recipes for UV background,
feedback from type-Ia and II supernovae, radiative pressure
and stellar winds.

The similarity in morphology between simulations and ob-
servations is striking. We show as ellipses in the bottom two
panels of Fig. 8 several large-scale (∼ 1kpc-sized) voids, sim-
ilar to The Phantom Void, that have been identified in the
simulations.7 In addition, we see many smaller bubbles in
the simulations that are similar in size to the The Precur-
sor Phantom Void. Indeed, simulations have been predict-
ing a bubble-rich ISM morphology for decades (e.g. Wada
2008; Grisdale et al. 2017), and HI observations have hinted
at a similar morphology (see for example Fig. 1 in Boomsma
et al. 2008). However, HI observations have limited resolu-
tion outside of the Milky Way and it is only with the advent
of JWST that we can for the first time confirm the predictions
of simulations so spectacularly. In simulations which include
perturbations from satellites, such as the M51 analog shown
in Pettitt et al. (2017), large-scale voids are also clear in the
gas column density. The voids seen in Pettitt et al. (2017) are
driven by SN feedback, and also track the edges of the spiral
arms, as we see in M74. The strong similarity between obser-
vations and simulations suggests that the physical processes
included in the simulations (gas self-gravity, supernova feed-
back, and differential rotation) are at the origin of the ob-
served morphology. Further analysis, that is out of the scope
of this paper, will be necessary to quantify in more detail the
statistical properties of simulations vs observations (e.g. see
Sandstrom et al. subm.).

6. CONCLUSIONS

This letter demonstrates the potential for new PHANGS-
JWST observation to be used to identify (morphologically)
stellar feedback powered bubbles, and highlights the need
for multi-wavelength datasets to study and understand their
physical properties. Here we provide a detailed case-study

7 We note, however, the identification procedure in the simulations not iden-
tical to the observations (which combined multiple filters). In future, we
aim to make a more direct comparison based on e.g. using POLARIS to
create synthetic observations of the JWST filters as predicted by the simu-
lation.
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of two regions of interest, one of which contains the most
prominent bubble in the galaxy (The Phantom Void; over
1 kpc in diameter), and the other being a smaller region that
may be the precursor of the larger bubble (The Precursor
Phantom Void). We see that the compact Hα typically sits
on the edge of the shells, highlighting that the youngest stars
are forming at the boundaries of the bubbles – coincident
with the youngest (∼1 Myr) and most massive (∼105 M�)
HST stellar associations that are also found towards these re-
gions. We also find an older generation (∼20 Myr) of stellar
associations that is present within the bubble of The Phan-
tom Void. From our kinematic analysis of the HI, H2 (CO)
and HII gas across The Phantom Void, we infer a high ex-
pansion speed of around 15 to 50 km s−1. The large size and
high expansion speed of The Phantom Void suggest that the
driving mechanism is sustained stellar feedback, due to mul-
tiple mechanisms. We propose a scenario where early feed-
back first cleared a bubble (as we observe now in The Precur-
sor Phantom Void), and since then SNe have been exploding
within this cavity, and have accelerated the shell (which can
also be enhanced by shear). Finally, comparison to simula-
tions shows a striking resemblance to our JWST observations,
and suggest that such massive stellar feedback driven bubbles
should be common with other galaxies.
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